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We discuss the coupling of heavy moduli fields to light fields when the dynamics of the
latter, absent such couplings, yields metastable vacua. We show that the survival of the
vacuum structure of the local model depends nontrivially on the cross-couplings of the two
sectors. In particular we find that for ”local” models (such as those realized by D-branes
in type II string theories) with metastable vacua breaking supersymmetry via F-terms,
cross-coupling of the two sectors at an intermediate scale can push the metastable vacuum
outside of the regime of the effective field theory. We parametrize the region in which the
metastable vacua are safe. We the show that sufficiently small cross-couplings can be made
natural. Finally, we briefly discuss the role of moduli in stringy realizations of ”retrofitted”
SUSY-breaking sectors.
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1. Introduction
Supersymmetric field theories with dynamical or spontaneous SUSY-breaking via F-
terms generically have an effective field theory description as an O’Raifeartaigh-like model.
Such models consist of scalar fields which spontaneously break supersymmetry due to a
”rank condition” on the superpotential. The classic example is the following superpotential
for three chiral scalars:
W (X,A,B) = hXA2 +mAB + µX (1.1)
If y = hµ/m2 < 1, this has a single SUSY-breaking vacuum at A = B = 0, FX = µ (see
for example [1,2] for a thorough discussion of this model). For any value of y, X is a flat
direction at tree level and is stabilized at the U(1)R-preserving point X = 0 by the one-
loop Coleman-Weinberg potential. One may also deform this model by a small R-breaking
term, δW = 1
2
ǫX2, which leads to a SUSY-preserving vacuum at large X = −µ0/ǫ and
leads to a metastable SUSY-breaking vacuum at X ∼ ǫf(h,m, µ).
In string theory, the couplings m,µ, h generally depend on moduli such as parameters
of the metric of the compactification manifold. For example, in the local orientifold model
of [3], X is an open string field, and the analog of µ is generated by D-brane instantons
which depend on a Ka¨hler class of the orientifold. This Ka¨hler class will become a dy-
namical modulus in a compact model. We might expect that if the geometric moduli are
stabilized at a high scale, they (a) do not interfere significantly with the SUSY-breaking
dynamics, and (b) do not acquire significant F-terms. One could then engineer a scenario
in which the SUSY breaking in the theory (1.1) is communicated to a supersymmetric
extension of the Standard Model via gravity or gauge or anomaly mediation.
These conditions would seem to be a natural consequence of Wilsonian decoupling,
but one must take a little care. To see this, consider a quadratic theory with two scalar
fields and the following mass matrix:
M2 =
(
M2 γ
γ m2light
)
(1.2)
Here M ≫ mlight, so it appears that we have a heavy ”modulus” and a light field, and
we can integrate the modulus out by setting it to zero. However, if the ”cross-coupling”
term γ is larger than the intermediate scale
√
Mmlight, the system is tachyonic. We will
discuss further examples in §2. Note that in this model, the tachyon can be removed by
imposing a Z2 symmetry which forces γ = 0.
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In §3 we will discuss the case of light fields in globally supersymmetric models whose
dynamics, when decoupled from moduli, yield metastable vacua which break SUSY through
F-terms. We will show that when the simplest class of models is coupled to moduli, there
is a lower bound on the cross-coupling beyond which the vacuum is pushed out of the
range of effective field theory.1 In §4 we will discuss natural values of the cross-coupling
terms and show that for ”geometric” moduli which have large ranges, the cross-couplings
can be naturally suppressed.
We will conclude by reviewing another possibility for generating a sector such as
(1.1) [9-11], in which the dimensionful couplings are generated by nonperturbative gauge
dynamics. In string theory, X will typically be a geometric modulus itself; this modulus
is stabilized by a one-loop mass, and acquires an F-term. Such models can be realizations
of ”moduli domination” [12-16].
2. Nonsupersymmetric examples
Cross-couplings between ”light” and ”heavy” fields can change the vacuum structure of
a theory if those couplings are set by an intermediate mass scale. Let us consider examples
with two real scalar fields, a ”light” field x and a heavy ”modulus” φ. We will consider
quadratic kinetic terms, and will assume that we have included all quantum corrections
in our effective action (although we will, for computational ease, write fairly nongeneric
potentials).
First, consider the potential
V =
1
4
λx4 + 1
2
m2x2 + γxφ+ 1
2
M2φ2 (2.1)
where M ≫ m. If we integrate out φ, we find the modified potential
V = λx4 + 1
2
(m2 − γ
2
M2
)x2 . (2.2)
Assume m2 > 0, so that if we naively set φ = 0, the potential (2.1) would have a single
vacuum at the origin x = 0. If γ is larger than the intermediate scale mM , the actual
1 There have been a number of general discussions of when SUSY-breaking vacua exist in local
and globally supersymmetric models – see for example [4,5]. There have also been some general
discussions of subtleties of integrating out heavy fields in local and global SUSY models in [6-8].
We are concerned with the particular issue of the effects of coupling light fields with apparent
SUSY-breaking dynamics to heavy moduli.
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vacuum structure will change, with x = 0 becoming an unstable local maximum of the
potential.
A more generic example begins with the following relatively generic potential for the
light field x:
V =
1
4
λx4 +
1
3
gx3 + 1
2
mx2 (2.3)
where λ > 0. This has extrema at
x = 0, x− = −g
2
±
√
g2
4λ2
− m
2
λ
(2.4)
So long as m2 ≤ g2/(4λ), there are three extrema, two local minima and a local maximum.
For example, if m2 > 0, the minima are at x− and 0, with x+ the local maximum: the
metastable local minimum at x− coalesces with the maximum at x = 0 and disappears as
we dial m2 > g2/4λ.
Now, let us couple (2.4) to a ”heavy” modulus φ. We will assume that the marginal
and relevant couplings between φ and x are linear in φ (this is not generic – we are making
this assumption for ease of illustration, though one might make the higher-order terms in
φ small using the considerations of §4):
V =
1
4
λx4 +
1
3
(g + g1φ)x
3 + 1
2
(m2 +m1φ)x
2 + γφx+ 1
2
M2φ2 (2.5)
In this case, we can integrate out φ exactly to find that:
V = − g
2
1
18M2
x6 − g1m1
6M2
x5 +
1
4
λeffx
4 +
1
3
geffx
3 +
1
2
m2effx
2 (2.6)
where
λeff = λ− 4g1γ
3M2
− m
2
1
M2
geff = g − 3m1γ
2M2
m2eff = m
2 − γ
2
M2
(2.7)
The x6 and x5 terms will generally be important compared to the lower-order terms only
when x is of order M or the initial couplings λ, g,m are extremely small.
Concentrating on the quartic and lower effective interactions, it becomes clear that
while one may change the sign of the quadratic term by choosing γ at the intermediate
scalemM , even then it will be difficult to change the sign of the cubic and quartic terms, or
to achieve m2eff ≥ g2eff/(4λeff ). For these latter changes, the massive coupling m1 must
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be of order Mg/m or the dimensionless coupling g1 is extremely large, of of order λM/m).
Nonetheless, the sign change of the quadratic term will have the effect of rendering the
x = 0 vacuum unstable and the vacua at x± stable. Inspired this, we will now discuss
supersymmetric vacua with metastable SUSY-breaking states, and ask when the coupling
to moduli can change the vacuum structure.
3. Supersymmetric examples
In this section we will consider globally supersymmetric N = 1 theories which break
supersymmetry spontaneously through F-terms before coupling to moduli. These models
can be taken to represent the dynamics of open strings on D-branes which are localized
in the internal geometry of a type II compactification; of course, there could be other
representations. Before coupling to moduli, the SUSY-breaking vacua of these models
may be completely stable or metastable; generically, the latter occurs when one perturbs
the theory by operators, such as the superpotential term ǫX2 added to (1.1), which break
the U(1)R symmetry of the theory [1,2,17].
We will focus on a particular form of the cross-coupling (arising from letting the
SUSY-breaking coupling in the superpotential depend on a heavy modulus), and find that
this coupling can change the vacuum structure. First, either the cross-coupling or the
moduli mass term will break the U(1)R symmetry of the SUSY-breaking sector, so that
even if the model (1.1) has a SUSY-breaking global minimum, the full theory will have
supersymmetric minima. Furthermore, the cross-couplings can push the SUSY-breaking
metastable state out of the range of the effective field theory. We will discuss this in
detail in the context of a Ka¨hler-stabilized Polonyi model, and find that the physics of
the SUSY-breaking sector can be significantly changed when the moduli mass M is much
smaller than the UV mass scale Λ parametrizing the suppression of higher-order terms in
the Ka¨hler potential.2 We will briefly discuss the explicit case of the O’Raifeartaigh model
as well (which at sufficiently low energies and for a range of parameters, is well-described
by a Ka¨hler-stabilized Polonyi model).3
2 The recent work [18] includes the effects of heavy moduli in generating a stable potential for
the light fields. This work does not include the cross-couplings discussed in this section; however
it is quite possible that they can be suppressed using the considerations of §4.
3 Recent results on the stability of SUSY-breaking vacua [19] concentrate on tree-level physics
with a minimal Ka¨hler potential, so that this falls outside of the considerations of that work.
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3.1. Polonyi model
We will consider a theory with Ka¨hler potential
K = |X |2 + |Z|2 − c
Λ2
|X |4 (3.1)
where Λ is a cutoff scale such as the Planck scale, and c is a dimensionless number, and
superpotential:
W = (µ0 + µ1Z)X − 12 ǫX2 + 12MZ2 (3.2)
This is mean to model the dependence of µX on moduli.
If we decouple the two fields by setting µ1 = 0, X has a SUSY vacuum at X = µ0/ǫ.
So long as
ǫ <
√
2cµ0
Λ
, (3.3)
then there is a metastable SUSY-breaking vacuum at X = ǫ¯Λ
2
2µ0c
, and
F ∗x = µ0 −
ǫ2Λ2
2cµ0
(3.4)
The second term remains smaller than the first if (3.3) is satisfied. For larger values of
ǫ, the vacuum would be at X > Λ√
2c
: the kinetic term for X that arises from (3.1) alone
flips sign, and higher-order terms in the Ka¨hler potential must be taken into account. This
region is outside of the domain of our effective theory.
If we include the coupling to Z, we can integrate out Z as follows [7]:4 The equations
of motion for the components of Z are:
F ∗z = ∂zW = µ1x+Mz
−∂2z = µ1Fx +MFz
(3.5)
If we assume that the fields are constant, we find that the potential is:
U(x) =
∣∣∣∣µ0 −
(
µ2
1
M + ǫ
)
x
∣∣∣∣
2
1 + |µ1|
2
M2 − 2cΛ2 |x|2
(3.6)
where x is the scalar component of X . We will assume that c, µ0, µ1 and ǫ are all real.
4 In this case, solving ∂ZW = 0 for Z yields the same answer. In general, as pointed out in
[7], this does not give the full potential, though the difference will be suppressed by powers of M .
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The potential (3.6) is singular at:
|xsing| = Λ√
2c
(
1 +
|µ1|2
M2
)
. (3.7)
If all of the parameters are real, as we supposed above, the solutions to ∂xU = 0 are real.
There is a supersymmetry-preserving solution at:
xsusy =
µ0
µ2
1
M + ǫ
, (3.8)
and SUSY-breaking solutions to ∂XU = 0 at x =∞ and at
xsb =
Λ2
2cµ0
(
1 +
µ21
M2
)(
ǫ+
µ21
M
)
(3.9)
The solution to ∂xU = 0 between the origin and xsing will be stable. The dynamics at
larger field values is out of range of our effective theory; higher-order corrections in the
Ka¨hler potential and superpotential will become important.
X = xsb will be the stable vacuum between the origin and xsing if:
ǫM + µ21 <
√
2c
M
Λ
µ0
(
1 +
µ21
M2
)1/2
(3.10)
Let us assume that µ
1/2
0 , µ1, ǫ≪M,Λ. If ǫ is such that the SUSY-breaking vacuum would
be stable if µ1 = 0, there is still a condition on µ1: if M/Λ≪ 1, µ1 must be considerably
smaller than the mass scale set by µ0, lest the coupling to Z pushes the SUSY-breaking
vacuum out of the regime of our effective theory. In particular, since
√
2cµ0/Λ ∼ mx is
the mass of X before coupling to Z, this means that the SUSY-breaking vacuum is under
control if µ21 < mxM .
We can also compute the corrections to the F-terms that arise from coupling X and
Z. Using (3.5) and
F ∗x = µ0 + µ1Z − ǫX , (3.11)
we find after a few lines of algebra that:
F ∗x =
µ0
1 +
µ2
1
M2
− Λ
2
M2
(
ǫ+
µ21
M
)2
1
2cµ0
F ∗z = −
µ1
M
F ∗x
(3.12)
So long as (3.10) is satisfied, we can show the second term in the expression for F ∗x is
smaller than the first, and in particular the effect of coupling to Z is small. Furthermore,
so long as M is larger than the parameters µ
1/2
0 , µ1 of the local model, Fz remains much
smaller than Fx. On the other hand, if M ∼ Λ, and the inequality (3.10) is close to being
saturated, the F-term for X is reduced substantially from the result F ∗x = µ0 of the local
model.
We have focused on a particular form of the cross-coupling in globally supersymmetric
models. It would be interesting to study cross-couplings in the Ka¨hler potential itself. It
would also be interesting to study this question in the context of supergravity – for example,
even if the Ka¨hler potential and superpotential factorize, supergravity effects will typically
induce cross-couplings; furthermore, in may interesting examples, the modulus Z will be
stabilized by supergravity effects. For the theory above, supergravity will not induce
any quadratic cross-couplings between X and Z, and we expect the effects to be small if
Λ≪ mpl.
3.2. The O’Raifeartaigh model
Let us consider the O’Raifeartaigh model coupled to a modulus z:
W = hXA2 +mAB − (µ0 + µ1Z)X + 12MZ2 (3.13)
with canonical kinetic terms for X,Z. In principle we should let m, h also depend on
moduli; we avoid this for simplicity’s sake. At energies below m, we can integrate out
A,B and Z. For hµ0/m
2 ≪ 1, when we are studying a SUSY-breaking vacuum close to
X = 0, the ”Coleman-Weinberg” potential which arises from integrating out A,B can be
expressed as a correction to the Ka¨hler potential. (See for example [1,2] for a thorough
discussion of the Coleman-Weinberg potential in this model.)
Since Z only appears quadratically in the superpotential it can be integrated out
classically. Let us first integrate out A,B (which we can do first because these fields do
not couple to Z.) If X remains close to the origin, the result is essentially a Polonyi model
of the type discussed above (there is also an order h2 shift in the coefficient of X2 in (3.1));
the |X |4 term will be of the form (3.1), with 2c = |h|4
64π2
and Λ2 = m2. If m,µ
1/2
0 , µ1 ≪M ,
then the SUSY-breaking vacuum in the O’Raifeartaigh model is safely inside the realm of
the original effective field theory.
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4. Stability and naturalness
When are conditions such as (3.10), or γ < mM in (2.1), satisfied? One possibility
arises if, as with axions, the range of the moduli is large while the potential is generated
at a somewhat lower scale. For example, geometric moduli have a kinetic term of the form
S = m2pl,4
∫
d4xGab(φ)∂φ
a∂φb (4.1)
where φ are dimensionless, since they parametrize the metric of the compactification mani-
fold. In many models such as type II flux compactifications or heterotic M-theory compact-
ifications on a Calabi-Yau times a large interval, potentials then arise either from fluxes
from D-brane instantons, or from gauge instantons, and have the form
V =M4v(φ) (4.2)
where M ≪ mpl,4. When we rescale φa → za = mpl,4φa, where za are dimension-1 4d
scalars with canonical kinetic terms, we find that
V =M4v
(
z
mpl,4
)
(4.3)
Thus interactions are suppressed by powers of 1/mpl,4.
5 In many of these examples, this
suppression is the result of an N = 2 supersymmetry (which would forbid moduli masses)
that is broken by fluxes at a scale lower than the Kaluza-Klein scale [23-26], or broken by
D-branes and orientifolds which are local on the internal manifold and so are expected to
induce N = 1 masses suppressed by volume factors. Note that if we are interested in the
effects of Planck-suppressed couplings, we will also have to take into account additional
terms in the potential which arise from supergravity corrections.
Similarly, assume that supersymmetry-breaking dynamics arise from ”local models”
of open string fields trapped on D-branes (or in the case of heterotic M-theory, from the
E8 ”walls”). Tree-level couplings to dimension-∆ operators O in the open string sector
take the form:
δL =
m∆−4s
gs
f(φ)O = m
∆−4
s
gs
f
(
z
mpl,4
)
O , (4.4)
5 See [20] for a discussion of this phenomenon in type II flux compactifications, and [21,22] for
a similar argument in the context of heterotic M-theory.
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where ms is the string scale (or in heterotic M-theory, the 11d Planck scale) which is
generally less than the 4d Planck scale. Instanton-generated couplings such as those in [3]
will have the form:
δL =
M∆−4np
gs
f(φ)O = M
∆−4
np
gs
f
(
z
mpl,4
)
O . (4.5)
where Mnp is nonperturbatively small compared to ms, mpl,4.
In particular, consider the case (4.5), and expand the theory in small fluctuations
about the appropriate minimum of (4.3). The SUSY-breaking parameter will be µ0 ∼M2,
while µ1 ∼ M2mpl,4 . So long as Mnp/mpl,4 ≪M/Λ (where M is the moduli mass and Λ the
mass scale in (3.1)), (3.10) should be easily satisfied. (Again, if we wished to consider the
small effects of these couplings, we should also consider couplings induced by supergravity
effects.)
On the other hand, if we have a string theory model in which (4.3) is determined
by (for example) some fluxes, then we can think of µ0, µ1, c, ǫ,Λ and so on in (3.10) as
depending on the value of these fluxes through the value Z = z0 about which one expands
to derive the effective theory in (3.1),(3.2). If we replace Z with δZ = Z−z0 in (3.1),(3.2),
then (3.10) carves out a region of the space of fluxes for which the effective field theory of
X, δZ describes SUSY-breaking dynamics.
Note that a problem potentially arises if the moduli mass is generated by the same
instantons as the coupling of the modulus to the SUSY-breaking dynamics. In this case,
M ∼M2np/mpl,4 ∼ µ1, and (3.10) is at best marginally satisfied. Furthermore, according to
(3.12), the F-term for the modulus would be of the same order as the F-terms for the ”local
model” of SUSY-breaking. This is closer to moduli-domination scenarios as described in
[12-16]. In type II theories this could be avoided by burying the D-branes responsible for
SUSY-breaking down a warped throat, while ensuring that there are also D-instantons
supported away from the warped region which give the moduli a mass. In addition, we
could forbid the leading-order couplings with a discrete symmetry; terms which are higher
order in φ will be suppressed by additional powers of mpl,4.
5. Conclusions
In the last two sections we have discussed cases where the SUSY-breaking dynamics
arises from fields distinct from the geometric moduli. These might arise if the SUSY-
breaking dynamics is ”local”: for example, if it is localized on (intersecting) D-branes in
type II string theory, or on an ”E8 wall” in heterotic M-theory.
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One can also imagine scenarios in which the moduli participate more directly. One
scenario for designing naturally small values ofm,µ in the theory (1.1) is to couple the fields
X,A,B to non-abelian gauge fields [9-11], sometimes known as ”retrofitting”. Gaugino
condensation introduces the small mass scales in such models. For example, consider the
case:
W = hXA2 +
a
M∗
XWαW
α +
b
M2∗
ABW˜αW˜
α (5.1)
where W, W˜ are the chiral Fermi superfields for two SU(2) gauge groups, and M∗ is
the cutoff scale of the theory, typically the Planck scale. Typically X,A,B are moduli
themselves. For example, if W, W˜ are open string gauge groups in type IIB string theory,
the gauge couplings will depend on the Ka¨hler moduli of the theory.
Gaugino condensation will lead to the following low-energy superpotential:
W = hXA2 + Λ3e
cX
M∗ + Λ˜3e
dAB
M2
∗ (5.2)
where c, d will depend on a, b. Expanding the second and third terms to leading order, we
find the superpotential (1.1) plus higher-order corrections,6 with m = dΛ˜
3
M2
∗
and µ = cΛ
3
M∗
.
Assume that hµ < m2 (which may take some doing). At this order, A,B have masses
of order m. X is stabilized by a one-loop mass of order m2CW =
h4µ2
m2
< µ (if h < 1).
Higher order corrections typically render these vacua metastable [9-11,17,2]. Furthermore,
the F-term for X is nonvanishing and is the order parameter for SUSY breaking. If X is
a geometric modulus, then this fits within the class of examples discussed in [12-16], in
which the F-terms for the moduli provide the dominant contributions to the soft SUSY-
breaking terms (we are not addressing here the flavor problems which typically arise in
these scenarios – cf. [27] – as well as in gravity mediation). Indeed, much of the literature
on gaugino condensation in string theory makes use of this kind of scenario.
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